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Share emergency response

plans with residents

needs improvement

Shell can improve by directly sharing information about their

emergency response plans and how residents can prepare for an

emergency. 

 Train residents on

understanding fenceline

monitoring data 

Unsatisfactory

in order to demonstrate a genuine propensity towards being a good

neighbor, shell must make the effort to enable residents to

understand the data they are sharing. Otherwise, it is a hollow act

with no real benefit to the community.

 

 Slow or halt operations

during extreme weather

events

Unsatisfactory

as far as we know, shell has not adjusted operations during recent

weather inversions. It will be important that shell notify the

community when they are adjusting operations due to weather

events.

 Equip municipal-level

emergency responders with

monitors

needs improvement

Shell has made it clear that they do not want local emergency

responders on their property, but what if there is a need for

emergency responders outside of their facility due to an accident at

their site? Shell has not done enough to train and equip local

municipal-level emergency responders.

1) Ensure the community is

prepared for emergencies D



Notify in real time and with

detail on type, causes,

emissions and cleanup

needs improvement

It is important that shell give real time information on the type of

emissions that may occur during an incident including one that

leads to increased flaring. When citizens' rights to clean air, are

violated they should be notified and given the opportunity to take

any precautions they choose in order to preserve their health.

Update residents via local

news and social media 

 

Needs improvement

Shell has shown improvement in this area and that is to be

commended. It is especially important that shell communicate with

local news in addition to posting on facebook. Facebook is Not

accessible for everyone. It would be great to see Shell provide

more ways for residents to receive updates.

Invite BCMAC and Clean Air

Council to Shell’s Community

Advisory  Panel

Unsatisfactory

There has been no improvement in this area.

Notify appropriate

agencies: the NRC, DEP, EPA,

local water authorities, 

 ORSANCO, Ohio River Basin

Alliance, PA Fish and Boat

Commission, etc

needs improvement

Shell has begun to routinely state that they have notified the

proper authorities, but they are not transparent about who

exactly they are notifying.

 

2) Immediately notify residents

and appropriate others of

incidents D



Infrared cameras for

continuous monitoring 

unsatisfactory

shell has not said whether they are using this equipment.

 

Advanced VOC monitors

and other equipment 

unsatisfactory

Shell has only said that they are using the leak detection and

repair program.
 

Video cameras on-site

and around the plant

and publicly accessible

24/7

Unsatisfactory

Due to Shell's poor performance in this area, it became necessary

for an outside organization to step in to keep the public informed.

www.breathecam.org

 

3) Use the best available

monitoring technology F



Reduce overnight lighting unsatisfactory

Shell has made no adjustments for nearby residents.

Share the Exterior

Lighting Study report
Unsatisfactory

Shell has still not even provided the study to potter township. 

Provide shielding,

filtering, and energy-

conserving technology

per the  International

Dark Sky Association

(IDSA)

 

unsatisfactory

It does not appear that shell has made any effort in this area. As

far as we know, Shell has not utilized any technology to reduce

their contribution to light pollution.

 

4) Respect our shared night

sky F



Share the cumulative

health, environmental

and climate impacts of

the life-cycle of the

cracker plant’s product 

Unsatisfactory

SHell's communications about plastic and the plastics crisis are

limited to plastics as a waste problem and the need to improve

recycling. 

Publicly reject false

solutions such as

“advanced recycling” 

unsatisfactory

Shell is using pyrolysis at other facilities and also has plans to

burn plastic in the Ohio River Valley. 

Invest in R&D to develop

sustainable

alternatives to plastics

 

Unsatisfactory

not only is shell not working to develop alternatives to plastics,

they are primarily making single use plastic.

5) Address the plastic crisisF



Reduce greenhouse gas

emissions and purchase

offsets for them 

needs Improvement

While Shell has invested in nature-based projects in an attempt 

 to offset the company's innumerable points of emissions

furthering climate change, shell has not made adequate progress

on reducing greenhouse gas emissions which must be the priority.

Use renewable energy to

power all operations 

Unsatisfactory

while shell has made some investments in renewable energy, their

own projects continue to be reliant on fossil fuels. The beaver

county facility alone is expected to release 2.3 million tons of CO2

from combustion of natural gas.

 Reject false solutions

such as blue hydrogen

and carbon capture 

Unsatisfactory

Shell continues to be a proponent of false solutions such as blue

hydrogen and carbon capture extending their use of fossil fuels. 

Shell is working with USS and Equinor to waste more taxpayer

money on these fossil fuel scams. 

Resolve frontline

environmental justice

concerns about the

impact of Shell’s

operations

Unsatisfactory

Shell continues to negatively impact residents' health in low

income areas and communities of color.

6) Support climate action F


